Lake Redstone Protection District

Q9 List any suggestions you have for ways
to improve Lake Redstone's recreational
uses.
Answered: 98

Skipped: 129

#

Responses

Date

1

More parks/ public access to water

7/2/2017 10:07 AM

2

Cut down on overuse. Control trespassing, loose dogs, and noise on weekends. Many owners now avoid summer
wekends.

7/1/2017 8:21 AM

3

Limit hours of speed boats

6/30/2017 4:36 PM

4

better enforcement of no wake, especially close to shore on the main body

6/30/2017 9:05 AM

5

No wake rule before and after sunset

6/30/2017 6:33 AM

6

treat the whole lake as equal not just parts

6/29/2017 11:43 AM

7

It can be crazy how close bigger boats come to shorelines making huge wakes destroying the shoreline and washing
sediment into the lake. Not sure what can be done about that but I have seen where the police has NOT asked the
boater to stay further from shore. Is it possible to discuss a no wake period too?

6/29/2017 11:14 AM

8

Get rid of so many aquatic plants in the water

6/29/2017 11:03 AM

9

reduce runoff into the lake

6/29/2017 10:48 AM

10

clean water and stocked with fish

6/29/2017 8:52 AM

11

Better Weed Control

6/29/2017 8:35 AM

12

Good enforcement of existing rules

6/29/2017 8:07 AM

13

lower lake in winter to prevent ice damage to shore and lower chance of flooding during spring/get rid of geese which
add about 500 lbs of crap per year per goose/get rid of shad,carp and musky/create settling ponds on runoff areas/no

6/29/2017 6:00 AM

wake boarding on lake/
14

Additional parking for boat landing on La Valle Rd. Boat parking for Redstones North End Tavern. Allow bars on the
lake frontage.

6/27/2017 3:13 PM

15

Improve water quality. Reserve some time for no wake only.

6/27/2017 8:37 AM

16

N/A

6/26/2017 11:17 AM

17

Water quality for swimming

6/26/2017 12:35 AM

18

People need to follow the boating regulations

6/24/2017 8:56 AM

19

Open up channels to skiing and tubing to take stress off main part of lake

6/23/2017 12:10 PM

20

Invaxive species control

6/23/2017 9:49 AM

21

Would like water quality improved.

6/23/2017 7:37 AM

22

restrict jet skis use before 10:00 a.m. and after 5:30 p.m.

6/22/2017 9:29 PM

23

minimize runoff water,less police presence

6/22/2017 2:33 PM

24

limit the use of personal watercraft to10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

6/22/2017 12:12 PM

25

Enforce NO WAKE sections.....

6/22/2017 11:28 AM

26

treat every bay every year for seaweed

6/22/2017 10:36 AM

27

I would like there to be a set 'quiet time' - non motorized craft only. Just a couple hours on weekends.

6/22/2017 10:03 AM

28

Put specific no wake buoys for wave runners where applicable ex ski area towards house on rock also put examples

6/22/2017 10:00 AM

of 100 ft from shore
29

There are some wake areas on north finger that are not wide enough for PWCs - posting might help to make operators
aware
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30

Improved enforcement of no wake close to shore.

6/22/2017 9:18 AM

31

Consider occassional "quiet" days on the lake-- no power boats permitted. Also more education and enforcing if no

6/22/2017 9:17 AM

wake zones for safety of swimmers.
32

Please limit the use of jet skis to certain hours...eg 10 am - 4 pm; please monitor outside boats coming in to the boat
landings - make sure they pay the fee and RAISE the fee. Also should be a person at the landings making sure boats
are washed and free of zebra mussels and invasive plants; finally, do a better job of stopping pollutants that are
destroying the quality of the water. Fine offenders.

6/22/2017 8:42 AM

33

limit the use of jet skis to four hours a day

6/22/2017 8:06 AM

34

The north end of the lake should be considered for a no ski designation. It is too narrow and frequently is a source of

6/22/2017 7:27 AM

unsafe boating on weekends (skiing, tubing and PWC's) none of whom seem to abide by boating rules.
35

improve fishing

6/22/2017 7:26 AM

36

There is far too much police presence on summer weekends. It makes even us old people fear for a ticket.

6/22/2017 7:25 AM

37

More police patrols of dangerous activity especially large boats driving too fast

6/22/2017 7:07 AM

38

Enforce no wake and fish limits during the week.

6/21/2017 5:42 PM

39

cosideration possible time restrictions on skiing and PWC's.

6/21/2017 3:51 PM

40

Skiing hours.

6/20/2017 12:44 PM

41

We need to have more people stepping up and holding people accountable year around for taking care of our Lake!!!
Some yards look terrible, garbage is left in the water and on the ice!!

6/20/2017 9:03 AM

42

dredge bays

6/20/2017 8:22 AM

43

Water quality! Redstone's water quality now is NASTY! Worse we have seen.

6/20/2017 6:01 AM

44

Clean up lake water

6/19/2017 3:34 PM

45

Dredging . North end has more than a foot of mud on bottom

6/19/2017 11:58 AM

46

make the whole area by the beach no wake

6/19/2017 11:19 AM

47

Keep the lily/weed poulation down for recreational use. You are treating lilies like they are a protected species but you

6/19/2017 9:53 AM

can control them if they interfere with recreational use. Other lakes actually own equipment for harvesting lilies and
weeds.
48

Mucky bottom limits swimming. Eww.

6/19/2017 9:33 AM

49

Shoreline protection

6/18/2017 7:41 PM

50

On large use weekends like holidays, make it mandatory for boats to travel counter clockwise keeping shore on the
rhight.

6/18/2017 3:24 PM

51

Better beach maintenance.

6/18/2017 2:54 PM

52

Stock more walleye and Muskie

6/18/2017 9:46 AM

53

Get reed of the bouy

6/17/2017 8:34 PM

54

Improve water clarity and eliminate invasive plant species

6/17/2017 4:07 PM

55

Access to fuel from lake

6/17/2017 1:38 PM

56

Need more education on boating etiquette, boating regulations being to close to shores and other boats, in the last few
months I had a personal watercraft almost collide with my anchored boat, witnessed boats traveling to close to shore

6/17/2017 8:12 AM

and others while under full throttle I realize it's a smaller lake so all of us need to watch out for each other even more
because of that
57

Get boats going in same direction

6/16/2017 8:13 PM

58

Dredging of north finger to improve use for residents and others using the north end launch

6/16/2017 3:01 PM

59

Drudge the lake

6/16/2017 9:37 AM

60

Try to reduce silting and possible dredging in the very near future

6/16/2017 8:18 AM

61

enforce laws on boats, at speed, going too close to stopped boats.

6/16/2017 6:56 AM

62

No watersports from 7p-7a daily.

6/16/2017 6:38 AM
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63

Not a suggestion- just want to note that we love that Lake Redstone is commercial business free!

6/16/2017 4:02 AM

64

Another public beach area.

6/15/2017 9:59 PM

65

Limit jet ski hours. Enforce safety regulations related to them.

6/15/2017 9:44 PM

66

Limit skiing and jet skis early AM and Evenings.

6/15/2017 7:15 PM

67

Weed control and removel of sediment

6/15/2017 6:19 PM

68

Stop poisoning weeds; dredge the few silted in bays - not all bays; enforce boating and jet ski laws

6/15/2017 5:40 PM

69

Property owners should be informed of boating rules to make things safer and more enjoyable on the lake. (going
counter clockwise when it's busy, ect) There should be a mailing of rules that explains the rules of boating. There are

6/15/2017 4:53 PM

too many instances where pontoon boats get in the way of ski/tubing which seems intentional. Also, fishing boats that
sometimes purposely block and anchor in a popular ski route.
70

Stock fish, promote catch and release

6/15/2017 4:44 PM

71

Stop the catch and release. Dead fish all over the lake.

6/15/2017 4:33 PM

72

Closer supervision of jet skis

6/15/2017 3:24 PM

73

Dredge the bays

6/15/2017 3:03 PM

74

I support designating part of the day (early and/or late) to be free from skiing, tubing and jet skis. I also wish

6/15/2017 2:27 PM

enforcement of the no-wake areas could be stepped up.
75

Relocate and expand the clubhouse along the waterfront similar to what Dutch Hollow did.

6/15/2017 1:21 PM

76

less no wakes.

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

77

Cleaner water

6/15/2017 12:22 PM

78

Create a rule of no tubing or wakesurfing before 9:30am or after 7pm (so that skiers/wakeboarders can get calm

6/15/2017 12:22 PM

water).
79

Do not allow trees to fall in the lake and stay there. It is junky and getting excessive. Their branches fall off eventually

6/15/2017 12:09 PM

and wash up to private shorelines which then need to be cleaned and removed by homeowners who did not create the
problem to begin with.
80

more education/caution for jet skiers

6/15/2017 10:03 AM

81

Make water clearer

6/15/2017 9:03 AM

82

would love for our bay to dredge out, a lot of silt has filled in in the past 20 years. We cannot even put our feet down it

6/15/2017 8:51 AM

is discusting.
83

They are either being done or trying to be done.

6/15/2017 7:57 AM

84

Make the entire area below the narrows a no-wake zone to enable safe non-power boat usage and a more quiet haven
for relaxing. In other words, restrict active power boat usage to the main body of the lake.

6/15/2017 7:19 AM

85

I'm concerned about the water quality. It is the murkiest water of any lake I've been to. I have children and I am also
concerned about the fertilizer run off in the lake.

6/15/2017 7:10 AM

86

Limit power boats from some areas on some days during the week or month ("quiet days")

6/15/2017 12:42 AM

87

Implement a no-wake period on weekends

6/14/2017 9:57 PM

88

Restrict hours of jet skis

6/12/2017 1:12 PM

89

folks particularly non property owners need to be made aware of the rules and the rules also need to be enforced
consistently

6/11/2017 1:36 PM

90

Dredge the fingers/inlets remove invasive plant species

6/9/2017 3:19 PM

91

more police patrols and ordinance enforcement

6/9/2017 3:09 PM

92

make sure the water is clean and safe for people and fish; regulate times for jet ski use

6/8/2017 10:42 PM

93

Dredging is very necessary to improve water quality, depth and weed control.

6/8/2017 8:45 AM

94

Get rid of the wake boats that churn the water!

6/8/2017 6:44 AM

95

Fishery management and more organic grazing/cover-cropping on surrounding farms

6/8/2017 6:42 AM

96

No wake all of South Bay to protect dam, spillway, rock formations

6/5/2017 10:30 PM
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97

Dredge the bays. Stay on top of water quality.

6/5/2017 6:33 PM

98

Restaurant and gas station on the water

6/5/2017 2:15 PM
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